Aging-the decline in an individual's condition over time-is at the center of an active research field in medicine and biology. Some very basic questions have, however, remained unresolved, the most fundamental being: do all organisms age? Or are there organisms that would continue to live forever if not killed by external forces? For a long time it was believed that aging only affected organisms such as animals, plants, and fungi. Bacteria, in contrast, were assumed to be potentially immortal and until recently this assertion remained untested. We used phase-contrast microscopy (on an Olympus BX61) to follow individual bacterial cells over many divisions to prove that some bacteria show a distinction between an aging mother cell and a rejuvenated daughter, and that these bacteria thus age. This indicates that aging is a more fundamental property of organisms than was previously assumed. Bacteria can now be used as very simple model system for investigating why and how organisms age.
INTRODUCTION
Aging is a very familiar biological process: the older we get, the weaker our bodies become, and this process eventually ends with our death. Humans share the fate of aging with many other organisms. Numerous studies have shown that other animals, plants, and fungi show a similar decline in condition with age. However, many people think that some life forms are not affected by aging: bacteria are often assumed to be potentially immortal. The reason for this assumption is bacteria seem to lack a feature that is essential for aging-a difference between a parent and an offspring. Most bacteria reproduce by dividing into two seemingly identical cells. It is commonly assumed that both cells are born equally young, and that these organisms do not therefore show any decrease of condition with age. This perspective has important consequences for our understanding of the origin of aging. Bacteria were the first and, for about two billion years, the only organisms on earth. If they did not age, this would mean that for a very long time all organisms were potentially immortal and that this immortality was only lost upon the rise of more complex life forms.
DO BACTERIA AGE?
However, the alleged immortality of bacteria was never experimentally tested. It was never investigated if two cells emerging from cell division are indeed both young. Moreover, microbiologists have described bacteria that divide asymmetrically into two cells that look different, raising the question whether one of these cells might be regarded as a mother cell that ages over time. We used one such organism, Caulobacter crescentus, to test for aging in bacteria. C. crescentus is an aquatic bacterium C. crescentus is an aquatic bacterium C. crescentus whose life cycle starts as a swarmer cell that has a flagellum and can thus swim ( Figure 1A) . After a period of swimming, the swarmer cell differentiates into a stalked cell, attaches to a substrate, and starts to reproduce by budding off swarmer cells. The swarmer cells can thus be regarded as daughter cells, which have to differentiate into mother cells-the stalked cells-before reproducing. This naturally leads to the question whether the mother cell ages. To investigate this, we had to develop a technique to follow individual cells from the moment of their birth as swarmer cells and throughout their life as a reproductive stalked cell, so that we could investigate SPONSORED PAPER Application Forum whether these bacterial cells live forever, or whether they grow old and die.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To follow individual bacteria under optimal growth conditions for a long time, we devised simple flow chambers. The core of these chambers consisted of a flow channel that was limited by a cover slip on the top and a microscope slide at the bottom. We inoculated young swarmer cells into the channel and let them differentiate to stalked cells. During differentiation, they attached to the walls of the flow channel, including the bottom side of the cover slip. After the cells attached, we started to flow medium through the chamber. The medium removed newly arising swarmer cells, while their stalked mothers remained firmly attached to the glass ( Figure 1B ). We initially worked with a motorized Olympus AX70 microscope, and are now using a motorized Olympus BX61 upright microscope fitted with an Olympus CCD-FV2T SW CCD black and white digital imaging camera to visualize the cells. Automations written with the Olympus cell TM software package were used to take pictures at regular intervals to observe the division activity of each cell. We used a UPLFLN 100× O2 PH/1.3 objective lens to provide us with clear phase-contrast images. This enabled us to investigate how the performance of each cell changes with time and hence increasing age.
ENLIGHTENING RESULT
These experiments produced an interesting result that challenged the idea that bacteria are immortal: we found that cells divide regularly and quickly when they are young, but that with increasing age they produce progeny at a slower pace, and many cells stop to divide altogether and presumably die ( Figure 1C ). These experiments showed that C. crescentus ages, and are to our knowledge C. crescentus ages, and are to our knowledge C. crescentus the first demonstration of aging in bacteria. 1 This means that aging is not a problem that only affects more complicated organisms like animals, plants, and fungi, it is also found among simple bacteria.
FURTHER STUDIES
Recently, another group published a study that made the observation of aging in bacteria more general. The life cycle starts as a motile daughter cell, which was produced by a sessile mother. After a few hours, the daughter differentiates into a mother, attaches to a substrate, and initiates growth and division. At each division this newly formed mother produces a motile daughter, while remaining attached to the substrate. B: Long term observation of mother cells under the microscope. Mother cells are attached to the microscopy flow chamber by means of an adhesive structure (extending from the cell on the right side). Medium flowing from right to left provides the mother cells with nutrients, and removes the daughter cells emerging from division. This technique allows following up to 100 mother cells simultaneously for more than 120 cell divisions. The picture is a section of the field of view of a phase-contrast image with 1000× magnification. C: Aging of mother cells. While groups of young mother cells produce many daughter cells per unit time, groups of old mother cells produce fewer cells. The graph shows average reproductive output of 300 cells from nine independent experiments. This decline in the reproductive output is a consequence of slower cell division of older cells, and of the fact that some old mother cells stop to divide (and are presumably dead).
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A A Eric Stewart, Francois Taddei, and co-workers used a model biological organism, the bacterium Escherichia coli. Importantly, this bacterium shows no visible difference between mother and daughter, dividing into two seemingly identical cells. However, closer examination revealed that this identity is only superficial. This bacterium is rod-shaped with two ends (poles), and the two outer poles of a cell that divides are of different age ( Figure 2) . As a consequence, one of the two cells emerging from division has an old pole (containing old proteins, cell wall, and subcellular structures). The other cell has a younger pole; it consists of biological structures that were newly synthesised. As a result, the cell with the old pole can be regarded as a mother cell and the other cell as a daughter. Intriguingly, the direct observation of these cells by microscopy showed that the mother cells age as noted in our experiments with C. crescentus. Once the E. coli mother cells reached an E. coli mother cells reached an E. coli age of eight to ten divisions, their growth rate declined by about three percent. Although this effect is small, it was consistent, indicating that this observation is real. This indicates that aging might be a general phenomenon in bacteria, and not restricted to bacteria with an obvious morphological difference between mother and daughter cell.
A FUNDAMENTAL AGING PROCESS?
The discovery of aging in bacteria offers a great opportunity for aging research. Bacteria are the simplest organisms; their biology is well understood, and they are easily amenable to genetic manipulation. Discovering the biological processes that underlay aging should thus be easier in bacteria than in other organisms. This raises the question whether the mechanisms identified in bacteria are also valid for animals, and specifically humans. If they are, then aging research with bacteria could provide insights that might help to ameliorate the negative consequences of aging in humans. To resolve this question, we started investigating the molecular processes of aging in bacteria.
MOLECULAR INSIGHT
To investigate why bacteria age, we switched from working with C. crescentus to studying C. crescentus to studying C. crescentus E. coli. E. coli offers many advantages, such as the ease with which genetic manipulations can be carried out. We therefore used E. coli to investigate how genes influence aging in this bacterium. The experimental set-up for E. coli differs from that for C. crescentus. As E. coli do not attach to a substrate, we cannot use the flow chambers. Rather, we grew cells on a pad of solid growth medium, starting with one cell and letting it divide. Based on the work by Stewart and colleagues, 2 we were able to distinguish between mother and daughter cells through the age of the poles (Figure 2 ). Both mother and daughter cells remained in the field of view, and both initiated SPONSORED PAPER Figure 2 . The bacterium E. coli as an alternative experimental system for studies on aging. In E. coli as an alternative experimental system for studies on aging. In E. coli E. coli, cell division results in two cells that look identical. However, this similarity is superficial; E. coli, cell division results in two cells that look identical. However, this similarity is superficial; E. coli one of the two cells is physically older than the other. This difference in age is a consequence of the biological organisation of E. coli and other bacteria that are rod-shaped. Such bacteria E. coli and other bacteria that are rod-shaped. Such bacteria E. coli grow by inserting new material-cell wall, membrane, and associated structures-in a growth zone in the middle of the cell. When the cell divides in the middle, two new cell poles emerge, and these poles consist of biological material that is newly synthesised. After another cell division, it is thus possible to distinguish a cell that received one of these new poles, and a cell that received an older pole consisting of older material. The former cell can be regarded as a daughter, the latter as a mother. If the cell that inherits the older pole is followed through several cell divisions, it becomes apparent that this cell ages. Some strains of E. coli with mutations E. coli with mutations E. coli in single genes show dramatically faster aging. The four panels are phase contrast pictures of magnification 1000×, recorded over 45 minutes.
a second round of division. The cells were followed for about eight divisions, at which time the clonal family had grown to 256 cells.
We are currently comparing the aging process of normal E. coli and of E. coli strains with mutations in individual genes. Some of these mutations lead to dramatic changes in aging and lifespan. In one of the mutated strains of E. coli, mother cells can only divide five or six times before they stop. The daughter cells born to aging mothers are born young and with the full life potential. While these cells will also undergo aging once they complete five to six divisions, they will all produce rejuvenated daughters with a full lifespan.
CALORIFIC RESULTS
The genes that we have identified so far as candidates for having an influence on aging in E. coli share one interesting property: they are involved in how bacteria take up and store nutrients. Initial results indicate that genetic changes that increase the nutrient uptake might decrease lifespan. While these results await further corroboration, they hint at an intriguing possible connection between aging in bacteria and aging in higher organisms. It has been shown, for example, in a whole range of higher organisms that eating less increases lifespan. This phenomenon is known as "caloric restriction," and it is one of the few themes of aging that seems to be nearly universal. If caloric restriction would also work in bacteria, this would suggest that some of the biological reasons behind aging in bacteria are the same as those that underlie aging in more complicated organisms, like humans. In this case, aging research with bacteria could indeed help to understand human aging.
CONCLUSIONS
Aging studies in bacteria illustrate one important development in experimental biology: a new focus on single cells. Microscopic observations and imaging analysis of single cells have revealed many insights that were hidden in studies of whole populations of cells. Aging is just one example of a biological trait that only manifests at the level of individual cells. Other examples are phenotypic differences between clonal cells living in the same environment, 3 which has become an exciting field of research. Advances in microscopy and in the acquisition and analysis of images have opened the door to a range of new and unexpected biological phenomena.
The phase contrast observation of aging in bacteria has provided a new perspective on some basic questions about aging; in the future it could also make specific contributions to our understanding of how and why we age.
